20. Index

accumulation buffer
aliasing
alpha channel
alpha text
ambient light
anaglyph
animation
anisotropic shading
antialiasing
appearance
appearance node
aspect ratio
attenuation
attractor
back buffer
back face
back face cull
background color
Bernstein basis
Bézier curve
bidirectional reflection distribution function
billboard
binary space partitioning
blending
bounding object
breadth of field
BRDF
Bresenham algorithm
BSP tree
bump map
button
callback
Cartesian coordinates
Catmull-Rom spline
ChromaDepth™
chromanence
clipping
clipping plane
CMYK color model
collision
collision detection
color
color blending
color buffer
color component
color deficiency
color depth
color gamut
color meaning
color ramp
color separations
commutative operations
control points
coordinate system
concave
cone
content branch
convex
convex sum
cross product
CrystalEyes®
cube
cubic interpolation
cultural context
cursor
curve
cutoff angle
cylinder
cylindrical coordinates
device-independent color
DDA algorithm
depth buffer
depth test
diffuse light
diffusion
digital elevation map
dimension
directional light
dot product
double buffering
disable
disk
display list
distance
dithering
double buffering
easing in
easing out
modeling graph
modeling transformation
modelview matrix
Monte Carlo modeling
motion
motion blur
motion traces
mouse active motion event
mouse event
mouse passive motion event
MPEG digital video
MUI facility
multitexturing
name stack
naturalistic color
noise function
noncommutative operation
normal
normalize
NTSC video
NURBS
octahedron
OpenGL
origin
orthographics projection
painter’s algorithm
parallel projection
parameter
parametric curve
parametric line
parametric surface
parametrized model
parametrized transformation
peer level
per-vertex shader
personal level
perspective
perspective correction
perspective projection
Phong shading
photon mapping
pick
pick matrix
pixel
plane
point
point size
polar coordinates
polygon
polyhedron
pop transformation stack
popup menu
positional light
POVRay
presentational level
procedural animation
programmable pipeline
projection
protein data bank (PDB)
pseudocolor
pulldown menu
push transformation stack
quad
quad strip
quadratic interpolation
quadric object
QuickTime digital video
radio buttons
radiosity
rapid prototyping
raster
rasterization
ray
ray casting
ray tracing
ray tree
real time graphics
redisplay event
reflected ray
reflection vector
reflective light
refracted ray
registering a callback
render mode
rendering
rendering pipeline
RenderMan™
reshape event
right-hand coordinate system
RGB color model
RGB cube
rotation